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Executive summary 
 

There is a growing urgency towards designing energy efficient buildings that focus on occupant 

comfort and wellbeing. State-of the-art dynamic façade components like automated solar shading 

systems can actively contribute towards solving this need and therefore are gaining increased 

attention due to their performance promise. However, due to a lack of comprehensive performance 

information, these façade systems still face some major barriers towards market integration. 

The solutions that were developed in this PDEng project take place in this context, which was carried 

out in collaboration with Kindow BV, an advanced interior shading systems supplier. Kindow is a 

successful niche start-up which is growing towards becoming a scale up. During this phase of growth, 

Kindow realized it is facing two major barriers as follows: 

1. The performance information on these advanced shading systems are available but limited. There 

is a need to understand how Kindow’s products perform under varying scenarios and have 

different input parameter combinations tested to help Kindow create convincing business 

propositions for their clients.  

 

2. There is also a lack of practitioner-oriented literature that highlights the performance benefits of 

advanced shading systems. For example, quantitative insights into the advantages of designing an 

integrated façade through careful combination of state-of-the-art façade components such as 

glazing, shading, or lighting systems are unavailable. Such lack of learning avenues makes it harder 

for Kindow to create enough market pull for its product. 

Therefore, the goal of this PDEng project was to provide solutions to these problems using a systems 

thinking approach and resources from the building performance simulation workflow which are 

otherwise complicated for industrial use. Figure 1 shows the project workflow. The solutions provided 

to meet Kindow’s needs were as follows: 

1. Performance assessment was carried out for Kindow products to investigate their performance 

under varying scenarios. In addition, studies were done to evaluate the most efficient strategy and 

if there is a need for further optimisation. 

 

2. An easy-to-use and comprehensive database was populated with energy and visual performance 

information for Kindow with various options of input parameters. This look-up table expresses 

performance with suitable KPIs to make convincing business propositions for Kindow’s clients. 

 

3. Strategies for stimulating market awareness were developed by creating different learning 

avenues targeted towards Kindow’s different market stakeholders. The first one is a scientific, 

peer-reviewed publication that legitimizes the performance benefits of Kindow products. The 

second product created consists of a couple of articles and interactive blogs that provide quick and 

easy insights as to how using Kindow products can improve their building’s value proposition. 

Finally, through short articles in student magazines and interviews in popular construction 

magazines. 
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Figure 1: Project Workflow 

In order to design and finalise these solutions, the CAFCR framework was used. This helped underline 

Kindow’s barriers, understand their context and scope out the goals and objectives for the PDEng 

project. Then with the help of requirements engineering, the solution requirements were outlined and 

finally worked on to provide the final deliverables. 

The first phase of the project focused on understanding and analysing the performance of Kindow 

Rollers blinds and Verticals. Up until the beginning of the project, Kindow products were only tested 

for a specific location and orientation and were not comprehensively benchmarked with other 

competing shading systems available in the market. Therefore, in this phase, the objective was to test 

which control strategy available for Kindow products provides the best trade-off in terms of conflicting 

performance goals such as daylight access and energy consumption. For Kindow roller blinds, the 

strategy with sun-tracking and cloudy and bright sky condition sensing turned out to be the most 

efficient in balancing the trade-offs as mentioned earlier.  For Kindow Verticals, the retract control 

strategy which was most open to the view outdoors and retracts early morning to have clear view to 

the outdoors was found to be the most efficient in balancing trade-offs. It was also analysed how 

Kindow’s control strategy performs in different climate conditions and façade orientation in 

comparison with industry standard automated shading systems. At the end of these studies, the 

control strategy with the most balanced trade-offs were selected and further optimized to perform 

better in orientations other than the South. These optimized strategies were then selected to be used 

for Kindow’s second and third phase of solutions in the PDEng project. Additionally, these studies also 

highlighted the need to test Kindow’s shading systems with respect other varying façade components 

such as glazing properties and Lighting systems.  
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In the next phase, studies were carried out to test the impact of different combinations of façade 

components and the insights from the resulting studies were compiled in preparation for a peer 

reviewed scientific publication. In addition, certain prevailing notions about shading performance were 

also tested and published on Kindow’s website; most notably, the rule of thumb suggests that “only 

exterior shading is useful, because it can actually keep the sun out”. Such notions do not hold true, 

since careful combination of internal shading with glazing and lighting systems can perform equally 

well or even outperform standard external shade combinations.  

The final phase of the project was to create a database which Kindow could use for its client 

consultations. Owing to time limitations and greater interest towards roller blinds in the current 

market, it was finalised that the database would be created for Roller blinds. An easy to use Excel 

database was created where a Kindow employee could select desired facade component combinations 

(glazing, shading and lighting system properties) and get results that could be readily used to quantify 

Kindow’s performance (primary energy consumption, daylight autonomy, glare, view, cost savings, 

load curves etc.) as compared to industry standard systems (Basic automated, manual, no shade at all) 

available in the market. The options chosen for each input parameter was selected according to the 

common installations done in the construction industry and feedback from kindow’s clients. 1440 

cases were simulated for the database, and it was built in a way to be easy updatable with new 

information in the future.  

The data analysed from this large scale simulation set was used to create more insights which were 

used to create practitioner oriented design online content, such as interactive blogs which can grab a 

lot of attention and could be easily shared over social media for quicker information spread amongst 

Kindow’s key stakeholders. In addition, all studies carried out throughout the project enabled creation 

of smaller avenues for market awareness such as interview with popular construction magazines as 

well as an article in the university student magazine. The idea was to be able to gain more web traffic 

for Kindow, such that it can slowly over time create enough market pull that clients already know about 

the benefits of Kindow’s products and come to Kindow to start their customer journey from the 

‘request for purchase’ stage. 

This project managed to achieve the objectives of comprehensive evaluation of Kindow’s performance 

in varying conditions and utilize that information to create a database as well as avenues to help 

stimulate market awareness for its products. Although there were minor limitations in terms of not 

producing a database for Kindow verticals due to lack of time, the current simulation framework had 

been setup in a way that it can be easily simulated by another skilled user in future. Also, the insights 

regarding the performance of the shading system will hopefully get further published in more 

magazines and articles than what was planned at the time of writing this thesis report.  
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Background 
There is an increasing awareness of wellbeing and health in offices and public spaces, with good 

daylighting being considered as one of its important contributors. It was found that daylight is the 

preferred light source by humans. Surveys conducted show that 70% of office occupants believe there 

is a connection between the amount of natural light in the office and their work performance. 

Moreover, 87% believe there is a connection between office morale and the amount of daylight they 

receive in their office (View, Inc, 2019). Therefore, all of this indicates the growing awareness towards 

the socio-economic benefits of daylight in indoor spaces. Furthermore, daylight is also source for 

reducing lighting energy consumption. Electric lighting accounts for approximately 15% of the total 

electrical power consumption and 5% of greenhouse gas worldwide (IEA-SHC, 2019). Therefore, 

appropriate control of the daylight inside buildings can really benefit not only energy efficiency but 

also quality of wellbeing in occupants. 

In addition to the need for appropriate daylighting indoors, it is important to note that there is also a 

growing demand for increasing the thermal efficiency of buildings. So, one of the first steps in 

improving energy efficiency is upgrading the building envelope and there is already a huge market for 

building refurbishment. We know this from the fact that 85-95% of buildings in the EU are expected to 

still be standing in 2050; renovating them is essential to reducing emissions and energy use. The 

European green deal Renovation Wave aims to double its current renovation rate and has set targets 

to refurbish 35 million inefficient buildings by 2030 (European Commission, 2020).  

Total envelope refurbishment of existing buildings is often ideal from an energy efficiency perspective, 

but it is also more expensive and takes more construction time/workers. ‘Light’ refurbishments like 

retrofitting fenestration systems are gaining interest in the construction industry.  Therefore, this has 

created a greater interest towards building integrated solar envelope systems (C. Maurer, 2018). 

Shading systems are one such an example that can help optimize building energy performance, on the 

condition that they are considered as an integral part of the indoor climate control system. There are 

advanced automated shade systems available in the market that dynamically respond to the outdoor 

environment. Thereby managing solar heat gains, daylight utilization and glare mitigation in buildings 

all while providing views to the outdoors with minimal occupant intervention. They are also a 

comparatively cheaper alternative to whole envelope insulation retrofits. In addition to the retrofit 

market, the value proposition of automated shade systems can also offer plenty of opportunities for 

new buildings, especially when these systems are carefully considered and integrated during the early 

design phases. 

Automated solar shading systems are gaining increased attention due to their performance promise, 

but it faces some major barriers towards market integration. The main problem is that solar shading1 

still tends to be approached as an optional window dressing. In the majority of cases, it is considered 

as a soft furnishing rather than an integral part of façade design that can be deployed as an effective 

passive solar control and daylight management tool. The type of and properties of shading systems 

tend to be selected after all façade components (glazing properties, WWR, interior lighting properties 

 
1 The focus of this PDEng report is mostly on interior shading systems. The barriers mentioned here may be less pertinent for the market 
segment of exterior solar shading systems. However, the deployment of exterior shading systems faces many other challenges, related to 
e.g. wind loads, maintenance and cleaning, obtrusiveness, and costs. Moreover, as opposed to popular belief, the performance of modern 
interior shading is not necessarily inferior to the performance of exterior systems. More details on this topic are presented in section 4.3.1. 
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etc.) have already been decided. This happens in current practice because glazing, shading, and lighting 

are often not treated as one integrated system. Traditionally, each of these components are designed 

and commissioned by separate decisionmakers (lighting designer, façade engineer for glazing and 

interior designer for shades) and their performance is often measured and evaluated separately from 

each other. This segregation leads to missed opportunities, since the performance of these 

components are interdependent and its combined effect on admitting controlled amount of solar 

energy is critical to the whole building performance success.  

Additionally, since insulation and airtightness in new buildings are getting better over the days, it 

makes such buildings more susceptible to overheating issues because of climate change, even in 

temperate climates (Dengel, 2012); (Aste, Leonforte, Manfren, & Mazzon, 2015); (Brambilla, Bonvin, 

Flourentzou, & Jusselme, 2018). This makes the control of solar gains through fenestration systems 

even more critical. All these siloed sectors (glazing, shading and lighting) are paying attention to this 

issue and create state-of-the-art products like spectrally selective glazing, reflective shade fabrics, 

advanced dimming lighting systems, sensor, actuators and smart controls etc. All these products 

provide new opportunities and careful combination of these advanced systems can considerably 

improve energy efficiency as opposed to the reductions made through common practices in designing 

façade component combinations. 

Despite the advantages of automated shades, manual roller blinds are cheaper, therefore they end up 

garnering higher interest from practitioners. Research on occupant interaction with manual blinds 

demonstrates that once lowered/rotated to avoid glare or excess light into the workspace, they are 

rarely put back up when the discomfort is over, resulting in higher lighting energy demands (Reinhart, 

2003); (Gunay, 2014); (Haldi, 2010). Therefore, in recent times, there is a shift towards adoption of 

dynamic solar shading systems. These systems can automatically regulate the entry of heat and light 

into the building by continuously responding to the outdoor environmental stimuli as well as indoor 

occupant behaviour. First generation automated shading devices have not been particularly successful. 

Occupant feedback suggested negative experiences with automated shading systems (Haldi, 2010) 

(Meerbeek, 2014). But with advancement of technology, these systems within the niche, now come 

with a variety of material properties, sensor-actuator systems and control mechanisms.  

 

1.2 Kindow solar shading systems 
Kindow BV is the developer of some of these niche innovative shading system technologies currently 

available in the market. Kindow’s product is an automated interior shading system that is dynamically 

controlled based on real-time outdoor environmental information. Kindow has successfully launched 

themselves into the market with a few projects in the Benelux region. They have mature commercial 

products, but are continuously seeking to evolve and upgrade the technology, customization options 

and proposition. Currently, Kindow’s sales approach has been very personal and proactive, through 

one-on-one client consultation in individual customer journeys (technology push). To be able to reduce 

this technological push through personal consultations and grow their business from a start-up phase 

to a scale-up where they concentrate only on incoming sales and customer support (figure 2), they 

need to have enough performance information about their technology already available in the market 

so that relevant stakeholders for their product like architects, energy consultants, contractors etc. are 
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already aware of the benefits of adopting this technology and therefore come to Kindow directly for 

purchase (market pull). 

 

Figure 2: Kindow's transition from a start-up to scale up. 

The lack of insight into operational performance and the risks associated is limiting Kindow from giving 

guarantees about the performance of their products, resulting in lacking market adoption of promising 

technologies, hence prohibiting company growth (Federizzi, 2017). Previous studies (although limited 

in the number of cases simulated) have already investigated the performance of Kindow shading 

systems (de Vries S. B., 2019); (F. Ochs M. M.-M., 2020); (F. Ochs M. M.-C.-M., 2020) and found that it 

can lead to superior daylighting (26-42%), visual comfort (19-21%) and energy performance (1-4%) 

compared to conventional automated solar shading solutions. Despite its promising performance, 

these advanced shading systems still requires further comprehensive performance assessments to 

create the market pull required to make it a mainstream product. For example, there is a lack of 

knowledge regarding the performance of advanced shading systems in combination to other state of 

the art façade components like glazing and lighting systems. In addition, advanced automated shading 

systems also needs to overcome other barriers such as compliance with both construction codes and 

energy-related norms. The lack of consolidated international standards and test methods devised for 

building integrated component makes it hard for these products to penetrate the market and 

consequently create awareness among practitioners regarding the benefits or trade-offs of advanced 

shade systems and their appropriate combinations with other façade components. The scientific and 

the business case for shading is poorly understood by building professionals (BNEF, 2018). Therefore, 

the advanced solar shading industry has not managed to turn façade industry (retrofit + new builds) 

into a more tangible business. 

The goal of this PDEng project is to design ways to penetrate the shading systems market to create 

market pull for Kindow products. It aims to do so by providing detailed performance assessment of 

Kindow products. Then, utilize this information to create separate curated learning avenues targeted 

towards Kindow’s market stakeholders. The objective of these solutions is to contribute to Kindow’s 
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transition to large scale “off the shelf” sales where the client is already aware of Kindow’ s benefit over 

other available shading products in contrast to its current one-on-one client sales and communication 

which involves a lot of duplicated efforts in fostering awareness in clients and resources to carry out 

such consultations. 

1.3 Design approach: Systems Thinking 
To be able to achieve the various objectives, the overarching methodology that was used to deal with 

the design of this project is a Systems thinking approach (Arnold R. D., 2015). The core idea behind this 

approach is that it examines problems more completely and accurately before arriving at a solution.  

More specifically it follows a CAFCR framework which forms the backbone of the project design. 

Additionally, Requirements engineering and certain theories in system innovation (e.g., Strategic Niche 

Management, lean business model) were used to understand the context and subsequently design the 

deliverables for the project.   

            

         

Figure 3: CAFCR framework + requirements engineering + system Innovation theories that have been combined and used in 
the project. The back arrows defines the feedback loop among each views and how it facilitated re-adjustment of requirements 
and design of the deliverables. 

CAFCR framework: The CAFCR model (Muller, 2020) decomposes the overall structure of a project 

into five views (Figure 3). A short explanation of the five views and how they are used in this report are 

outlined below: 

1. The Customer Objectives and Application view:  These two sections look at what the customer 

wants to achieve. It analyses the needs of the customer, understands the landscape context 

that the customer (Kindow) is embedded in and provides the justification of ‘why’ a specific 

design or solution should be carried out in order to be able to solve the customer’s problems. 

“Chapter 2 – Analysis” in this report will cover the first two views. It will provide a quick 

description of the company and its products followed by what were the initial 
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objectives/needs from Kindow. After that, the background context specific to Kindow and its 

current barriers in the construction sector is explored. Finally, the specific scope and objectives 

of the PDEng project are identified and the tools and resources to be used for the project are 

selected. 

 

2. The Functional view: This view of the CAFCR framework is where the scope and objectives set 

in the previous view are categorized into specific, measurable, achievable, realistic and time-

bound (SMART) deilverables. Requirements engineering will be used here to set out ‘what’ are 

the necessary functions and attributes for our final deliverables. “Chapter 3 – Design 

Requirements” will cover the functional view or the requirements section. The project 

objectives are clearly categorized into three target solution areas and the design requirements 

for these target areas are specified in a table. 

 

3. The Conceptual and Realisation View:  The last two views are conceptual and realization views 

which describe ‘how’ the product was designed and implemented. The product is then further 

optimized after feedback from the client. “Chapter 4 - Implementation” provides a description 

of these last two views. It will showcase the detailed design of the deliverables that correspond 

to the target solution areas. Progress of the solution deliverables described in this section was 

not linear. They overlapped each other or were executed simultaneously depending on client 

feedback and strategic re-adjustment of project goals (figure 3).  
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2. Analysis 
Up until now, the report outlined the general landscape for advanced solar shading systems within the 

construction industry. Section 1.2 shortly highlights the company Kindow and then proceeds to outline 

the design approach that will be used for executing the PDEng project. From this chapter onward, we 

will zoom in on Kindow in more detail and proceed with the application of the CAFCR framework.      

2.1 Company Introduction 

The PDEng project is carried out in collaboration with the company Kindow. It is a supplier and 

producer of daylight-controlled interior blinds, an innovative system in which the blinds are 

dynamically controlled based on real-time outdoor environmental information.  It has two main 

products: 

1. Roller Blinds: Kindow Rollers (Figure 4) adapt to the position of the sun, going up or down to 

an optimal height automatically, to prevent direct sunlight from a desk and computer screen. 

This way the unwanted glare and overheating are prevented, while daylight admission and 

view are optimized. When cloudy, Kindow Rollers are fully retracted to have a full 

unobstructed view and allow for maximum daylight access. Kindow Rollers will prevent glare. 

When it’s sunny and the sky is bright, their height will be capped to eye level, preventing glare 

while allowing view. Also, when the sun is not directly on the façade, skies can be too bright 

and they will close to eye level. Closing to eye level also results in less cooling load during 

summer. An optimal option for installation within window frames (Kindow, 2019). 

 
 

 

Figure 4: Kindow rollers. Source: Kindowblinds.com 
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2. Verticals: Kindow Verticals (Figure 5) track the sun automatically, facing the sun. The blinds 

prevent glare from direct sunlight while creating more openness during the day to allow for 

more view and diffuse daylight to enter. The blinds open automatically when cloudy. Both 

sides of the vertical blinds can be used effectively. In summer the reflective side of the blinds 

will face the sun in order to keep out heat, while in winter the absorptive side will be used to 

harvest heat. Resulting in a lower cooling load during summer as well as a lower heating load 

during winter. Kindow Verticals are optimal for full glass facades, allowing for daylight 

transmission from floor to ceiling. A great choice for buildings situated in countries further 

from the equator. Here the sun will be positioned low at the horizon over long periods of the 

year and our sun tracking verticals will still allow openness over the full height of the glass 

(Kindow, 2019) 

 
 

 

Figure 5: Kindow Verticals. Source: Kindowblinds.com 

It must be noted that current market feedback from practitioners has showed greater interest towards 

roller blinds than verticals albeit overall better visual performance of Kindow verticals. Therefore, 

currently, Kindow’s development strategy heavily leans towards Roller Blinds.  

2.2 Client Objective  

As mentioned before Kindow is at the end of its start-up phase and scaling up. It is currently struggling 

with limited market access and integration due to lack of performance information. Overcoming this 

barrier will allow it to successfully grow as a scale-up. Therefore, at the start of this collaboration, 

Kindow came in with two key expectations from this PDEng project. They are outlined below:  
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1. The added value of Kindow products needs to be quantified to be convincing. It needs to stand out 

from its competition which may have lower costs but are incomparable or have inferior performance. 

Additionally, performance quantification is also necessary for having realistic expectations from the 

product and not publicise something that Kindow cannot meet. As mentioned before, the building 

industry in general has a poor understanding of the business case of using advanced solar shading. The 

effect of shades on costs are twofold, energy efficiency as well as added value of improved comfort on 

the health and productivity of occupants. Although, the latter has a much higher financial impact, it is 

also an indirect effect and hard to substantiate. Although, there is the growing trend in health and 

well-being in buildings, Kindow wants to create a business case in which increased energy efficiency is 

considered. Therefore, it requires performance assessments and benchmarking done for its products 

to create convincing and tailored pitches to its clients.   

2. In addition, Kindow’s products are niche innovative products in the shading market. There is a 

constant struggle where Kindow needs to explain its clients the importance of considering the product 

in early stages of building design. Furthermore, in the public domain, there is not enough existing 

available information regarding such advanced systems. Especially not in combination with other 

façade elements such as advanced glazing and lighting systems. Having such information analysed and 

published to create strategic learning avenues can be a helpful tool to gain further credibility amongst 

building professionals and in market penetration. Attaining this second objective, would allow Kindow 

to create a market pull rather than the technology push it must go through during its sales process.  

2.3 The background Context  

Kindow is an innovative technology provider that is trying to transition from a niche towards 
mainstream products in the solar shading industry. In this section, we examine Kindow from a so-called 
Multi-Level Perspective (MLP). It is a means for explaining how technological transitions come about 
and facilitates a way to understand the interaction between actors, environment and innovation 
(Geels, 2002). As the name implies, MLP posits that transitions come about through interaction 
processes within and among three analytical levels: niches, socio-technical regimes and a socio-
technical landscape (Bilali, 2019). It organizes innovative technologies (such as Kindow) in the lowest 
level: niches. These are the ‘incubation rooms’ from normal market forces to allow research and 
learning and creation of support networks. The well-set industries that are currently based on 
stabilized practices are generally called the Regime (Geels, 2002). In this project, we will be referring 
to ‘creating comfortable thermal and lighting conditions in offices’ as the Regime. This is because our 
niche technology actively affects indoor lighting conditions and solar heat gains entering a building. 
Therefore, all sectors responsible for Indoor lighting and solar heat gains in the built environment: 1. 
Façades & glazing 2. Shading systems 3. Indoor artificial lighting are considered as part of the 
transitioning socio-technical regime. There are standard (rule-set) practices in terms of façade 
component selection, stages within the design process when different façade components are 
considered and other compartmented processes embedded in the regime (Geels, 2002). Kindow, 
together with other innovative tech companies in the glazing and lighting industry, can slowly trigger 
a cascade of changes in these ‘rules sets’ to fundamentally change the regime over time. The landscape 
context, which involves changes in policies, awareness on sustainability and environmental problems 
etc.  can also play a role in starting changes both within regime and niche systems. 

The three sectors – glazing, shading and lighting together form the larger socio-technical system 

(regime) that deals with indoor lighting of the built environment and there is a plethora of promising 

technologies to deal with that. Currently, these three sectors function in a siloed manner, with building 

industry stakeholders considering them at different times during the building life cycle despite the fact 
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that they are related to each other. Pressure from the landscape context as well as the advent of new 

innovations in each of these sectors are slowly prompting them to morph into one integrated system. 

For the purpose of this report, we are going to concentrate on the shading systems regime, because 

this is where the PDEng project innovation lies. The way solar shading systems are used to control solar 

gains entering the indoor spaces of the building lies the main challenge. The advanced intelligent 

control strategy used for shading systems is the niche (Figure 6: The multilevel perspective on Kindow’s 

transition.Figure 6).  

 

 

Figure 6: The multilevel perspective on Kindow’s transition. Source: adapted from (EEA, 2017).  
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2.4 Current Barriers for Kindow 

To understand the barriers and challenges faced by Kindow, it is important to know the market actors 

that affect Kindow’s sales. As shown in Figure 7,  the usual stakeholder or actors influencing sales of 

Kindow or any shading system in the market are in the operation or maintenance phase of a building 

lifecycle. This is because they are considered as an interior design product rather than an active 

component that affects the whole building performance and costs. In order to be considered during 

the design phase of the building lifecycle, Kindow actively engages with its ‘target’ stakeholders.  

 

Figure 7: Market actors for Kindow. Stages at which shades are currently considered and where it needs to be considered. 

During these interactions, Kindow faces the following barriers: 

1. Lack of performance assessment of advanced shading systems: Although there are state-of-

the-art dynamic shading systems available in the market, Kindow and similar products lack 

research in terms of benchmarking and quantifying the impact of its performance on Indoor 

Environmental Quality through extensive simulations of varying practical operating conditions. 

It is fundamentally impossible to consider the performance of shading systems individually 

without considering the effects of other façade parameters like WWR, glazing and lighting. 

This also means that component-level performance metrics that are used for conventional 

solar shading systems, such as solar heat gain coefficient (g-value) and visible light 

transmittance, are only of limited value for communicating the effect of advanced shading 

systems on building performance. This lack of knowledge regarding their operational 

performance and related risks prohibits Kindow from successfully selling its technology to its 

target stakeholders.  
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2. Market Awareness: All target actors look at shading systems (especially internal shades) in a 

very siloed manner. Something that is chosen in the end during the operation and 

maintenance phase. Architects and energy consultants spend considerable time designing for 

optimal WWR in combination with correct external façade elements and glazing properties to 

optimise daylighting and minimise glare (Peters et. al., 2018). Considering shading systems at 

this stage can remarkably change their design options by providing a leeway in choice of their 

façade components like glazing properties, lighting systems as well as sizing their heating and 

cooling systems. This lack of awareness is again fuelled by dearth of information regarding the 

performance of existing advanced shading systems. In addition, currently, most performance 

information regarding shades is based on anecdotal knowledge from practitioners’ education 

or past experience. For example, one of the common aphorisms goes as follows: “external 

shades are always better than internal shades, as they keep the sun out”.  Architects and 

Consultants would install low g-value glazing and leave it to the building owners to install 

manual shades for glare prevention, disregarding the fact that automated shades can provide 

better daylighting conditions and reduce lighting consumption all while giving the opportunity 

to use a comparatively ‘cheaper’ glazing.  

 

3. Building regulations and energy certifications: The solar shading industry has lobbied less 

successfully in comparison to insulation and glazing industries (Seguro, 2016). Therefore, 

installation of shading systems is not directly accounted for in most regulations and 

certifications, making it a less attractive option to investigate for building performance 

improvement. The scientific and the business case for shading is poorly understood by building 

professionals, institutions, consumers, and, to some extent, the industry itself. 

 

4. Other barriers:  Higher upfront costs, ‘not so trendy’ aesthetics of verticals, lack of easy design 

support tools that can accurately simulate these dynamic shades, mismatch between design 

budget and construction budget etc. are some of the other barriers Kindow faces (C. Maurer, 

2018). These along with policy and regulatory barriers are out of scope for this PDEng project. 

 

It can be summarized that the overarching issue that limits market penetration of advanced shading 

system technology is a lack of performance assessment information and the related awareness of 

shading systems as an active component that needs to be considered in early stages of façade design. 

Kindow and the shading industry as a whole needs to overcome this by gradually shifting the market’s 

understanding on advanced shading systems. 
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Figure 8:Summary of Kindow barriers, their solutions and how it translates into the PDEng project goal and deliverables 

 

2.5 Scope of the project  

After the initial company feedback and getting a deeper understanding of the complex ecosystem in 

which this innovation is embedded, it was clear that Kindow was working on two development 

directions: 

1. Roller Blinds: This product line had stronger focus from Kindow. Its control strategy was more or less 

established and only required minor adjustments. Industry feedback indicated stronger inclinations for 

roller blinds, partly due to its aesthetics. Therefore, Kindow prioritized the comprehensive 

performance assessment of this product to assist their current client consultations as well as create 

material for market building education and communication. Kindow preferred that this PDEng project 

primarily work on this direction. 

2. Verticals: This product required further strategic research and development of its control strategies 

and blind property selection. Due to lesser demands from the industry, its development was limited to 

smaller studies related to control strategy optimization. Comprehensive performance assessment for 

verticals were planned to be executed after Roller blinds (this part is out of scope for the PDEng project 

due to time limitations).  

2.6 Overall project objective 

The main objective of this project is to design strategies to stimulate better market penetration of 

Kindow products. To do so, performance evaluation and benchmarking of Kindow Shading systems in 

different scenarios of climate, orientation as well as with other controlled parameters like various 

glazing options, lighting systems and shade properties is carried out. The goal is to utilize this 

knowledge base to address the different problem areas identified within Kindow’s socio-technical 

ecosystem. With help of these targeted solutions, the project aims to accelerate the process of market 

integration for Kindow.  
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2.7 Tools and resources for the project  

The execution of this project was dependent on the use of multiple software tools and resources. The 

main goal of the project provided with an opportunity to extensively use building performance 

simulations for Kindow’s complex shading systems. Commonly used modelling methods in Building 

Performance Simulation are not sufficient to provide performance assessment of products with such 

complex physical behaviour. Therefore, a custom co-simulation framework was developed at the BPS 

unit at TU/e (de Vries S. B., 2021). The co-simulation model (Figure 9) uses a link between four existing 

software environments where information is exchanged between the different models during 

simulation. EnergyPlus, a dynamic building simulation program developed on behalf of the U.S. 

Department of Energy, is used to simulate the thermal behaviour and energy performance of the 

building. The co-simulation model uses Radiance to describe the behaviour of daylight. Radiance is a 

collection of programs which uses 'backward raytracing' to make accurate predictions about daylight 

access, glare and the amount of artificial lighting required. Matlab, a mathematical programming 

environment, was used to implement the Kindow control algorithm. The information exchange within 

the co-simulation model is made possible by the software environment BCVTB. 

 

 

Figure 9: Co-simulation framework used in the project. (Source: Vries, 2018) 

This project takes advantage of the initial framework that was specifically developed for a PhD project 

that is also carried out in collaboration with Kindow. However, the outputs of this framework were not 

readily usable for the purpose of creating reports to assist market adoption (or market awareness) and 

client interaction. In addition, it is a complicated framework that requires a certain amount of expertise 

rendering it an unfeasible option for current market actors to use. Therefore, it was also the purpose 

of this PDEng project to bridge the gap between academia and the industry by modifying the current 

framework to produce results that are readily usable for market actor’s consumption. 

Here, some of the Key Performance Indicators that will be used to explain results of simulation studies 

are outlined below: 
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Energy performance is assessed based on the energy demand for lighting, cooling and heating at room 

level in combination with an estimate of the primary energy consumption based on a number of 

system efficiency assumptions. The energy demand at room level provides an insight into the savings 

potential in general. The following reference figures have been used for this purpose. (Beck, 2010); . 

𝐸𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑚 =  
𝐸𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

𝜂𝑒
+

𝐸𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑙

𝜂𝑒𝜂𝑐𝐶𝑂𝑃
+

𝐸𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡

𝜂ℎ
         𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ: 𝜂𝑒 = 0.39, 𝜂𝑐 = 0.7, 𝐶𝑂𝑃 = 3, 𝜂ℎ= 0.95                                           (2) 

In order to quantify the degree of daylight access, this project will use daylight autonomy (DA) and 

spatial daylight autonomy (sDA). Daylight autonomy can be interpreted as the percentage of time that 

a measuring point receives 'sufficient' daylight. For this indicator, the abbreviation DA300lx is often 

used, where 300 stands for the number of lux that is set as a limit value. Spatial daylight autonomy 

enables us to express daylight access to a room as a whole in one number. It is defined as the 

percentage of the floor area with a daylight autonomy higher than fifty percent. Spatial daylight 

autonomy can be interpreted as the fraction of the floor area that receives sufficient daylight most of 

the time (Reinhart, Mardaljevic, and Rogers 2006). For this indicator, the abbreviation sDA 300/50 is 

often used, where 300 stands for the limit value in lux and 50 for the required exceeding percentage 

of the usage time. 

In this report, 'daylight glare probability simplified' (DGPs) is used as an indicator to assess the risk of 

glare (Wienold, 2009). Although much is still unknown in the field of glare perception and assessment, 

it is certain that glare is associated with high luminance differences in the field of view, with the total 

luminance at eye level, as well as with the position of glare sources in relation to the focus area of the 

eye task. The DGPs indicator is primarily based on vertical illuminance but neglects the influence of 

peak glare sources. In this report, a DGPs limit of 0.40 has been considered for occupied hours when 

the glare is weaker than ‘disturbing’. And the DGPs values are considered at the two sensor points as 

shown in figure 10, one has a viewing angle of 45 degrees and the other at 0 degrees meaning it is 

directly facing the wall.  

 

                                 Figure 10:Positioning of the sensor point and the viewing angles considered for DGP calculations 
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3. Design Requirements 
 

It is clear why Kindow faces these obstacles and what it needs from this PDEng project to help solve 

this. There are two major requirements from Kindow that can be summarised as follows:  

1. Create performance results for advanced shading systems that can be used to significantly 

boost Kindow’s business case towards its clients. 

 

2. Address the lack of performance information about advanced shade systems in the building 

industry through creation of strategic learning avenues, such that it creates a market pull for 

Kindow products. 

The design of the solution for these two major requirements were categorized into three main solution 

areas: 

3.1 Product performance analysis and strategic shade control optimization  

The first solution area (table1) was carried out in the first phase of the project. It helped understand 

Kindow’s products better and facilitated the process of designing the requirements for the next two 

solution areas. Implementation of these requirements is elaborated in section 4.1. 

Table 1: Requirements for Product performance analysis and strategic shade control optimization. 

1. Evaluate product performance under a strategic set of conditions. 

2. Set those conditions such that it addresses the commonly requested information by the market 

actors.  

3. These conditions should include environmental scenarios (e.g., location, orientation) as well as 

other parameters that can be manipulated at the design phase of a building (e.g., glazing 

properties, fabric properties etc.). 

4. The knowledge obtained should be used as feedback to optimize product performance. 

5. It should aid the design and modification of requirements for other solution areas. 

 

3.2.   Extensive performance analysis and benchmarking to aid sales process 
This solution area was essentially designed and executed shortly after beginning the third solution 

area – educating the market (section 4.3).  
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Figure 11: TU/e researcher replaced by sales aid tool in future client interactions. 

The main idea was to create a solution that would utilize the simulation framework but eliminate the 

need of a TU/e researcher for every performance assessment for Kindow’s future client consultations 

(figure 11). Table 2 outlines the requirements for this solution area, its implementation is elaborated 

in section 4.2. 

Table 2: Requirements for Extensive performance analysis and benchmarking to aid sales process 

1. After finalization of the control strategies, extensive performance analysis needs to be 

executed with an extended set of conditions. 

2. These set of conditions should represent current trends in the industry. 

3. A generic example of Kindow’s existing competitors are required to be analyzed under the 

same set of conditions for comparison. 

4. The results from all the simulations should be reliable. It also needs to be compiled in a 

database. 

5. The database will be for internal use only and should be based on Microsoft Excel. 

6. The database needs to have a fairly easy interface so that the user can quickly find the results 

it needs. 

7. The results in the database should be represented through simple Key Performance Indicators 

that can be easily translated to monetary terms. If not monetarily quantifiable, it should be 

strongly indicative of Kindow’s added value to its clients. 

8. When input conditions are chosen through the database interface, the output should also 

include comparative analysis that Kindow can easily use in their client interactions. 

9. All detailed information related to case simulations that are not included in the database 

should be accessible to Kindow. 

10. The database should be easy to upgrade with new simulation cases if needed in future. 
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3.3 Market building education and communication  
The solution area requirements of this section were outlined right after section 3.1 was implemented. 

And it got updated and progressed simultaneously with section 3.2.   The overall aim of this solution 

area was to analyse all data carried out in multiple simulation studies in section 3.1 and 3.2 and design 

way to create learning avenues for Kindow’s market actors. Implementation of these requirements is 

elaborated in section 4.3. 

1. With the information accumulated from the extensive performance assessment of Kindow 

products, it needs to be analysed for overall trends.  

2. Once clear conclusions and trends have been drawn from the data, it needs to be published in 

different formats to maximise reach to different market actors that could affect Kindows sales 

as well as the Advanced shading systems segment itself as a whole. 

3. One channel of information spread needs to be validated by the scientific community to add 

credibility to Kindow. This approach is slow but comprehensive. 

4. Another method is to interactively engage industry professionals through blogs or articles. It can 

include dynamic data visualization for ease of consumption online. 

5. Another knowledge dissemination method should be directed towards students who are the 

future professionals in the building industry. 

6. It should be able to generate enough interest in social media platforms to bring in more online 

traffic to Kindow and generate an overall awareness on Shade performance. 

7. Create enough content so that it can be used for industry interviews and magazine articles for 

quicker consumption and impact.  

 

4. Implementation 
In this section, the design solutions that were proposed in response to the requirements outlined in 

the previous chapter are elaborated.  

4.1. Control Optimization feedback 
The overarching goal of this solution was to understand how Kindow products perform under a specific 

set of scenarios and if there is a strategic need for improvement in their control strategies. This exercise 

would result in the selection of the updated control strategy for use in the upcoming solution 

deliverables (section 4.2 and 4.3). The studies carried out in this section would also provide insights if 

there are any knowledge gaps that needs to be explored. 

The current construction industry is seeing a plethora of state-of-the-art dynamic shading systems, but 

the problem is these shading systems lack research in terms of benchmarking and quantifying the 

impact of their performance on Indoor Environmental Quality. For Kindow, the problem gets more 

complicated. Due to its advanced sun tracking technology, its performance is very case specific. 

Relationships between its material properties and control strategies are not linearly connected to 

energy costs and comfort improvements. It is impossible to extrapolate the findings of one scenario to 
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a different scenario application. Almost all the current R&D work for Kindow at TU/e has been done 

considering a south-facing office space in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. It was unsure if the current 

concept would also perform well for other applications (climate, orientation, building type). It was 

important to understand if the current approach would be flexible enough to accommodate the needs 

of different situations or if Kindow would need to diversify their portfolio of control strategies to 

achieve the same.  

Therefore, to begin with the analysis, three different locations in different climate zones were chosen: 

Amsterdam, Rome and Stockholm. Each location for both south and the west orientation. The roller 

blinds were simulated with the following control strategies (Error! Reference source not found.) and c

ompared. The reasoning behind the sensor value selection for the following strategies is based on the 

studies conducted by de Vries (2019). 

1. The Baseline control strategy:  The roller blind is controlled using an outdoor global vertical 
irradiance sensor where the shade is either fully raised or lowered in response to a threshold 
of 200 W/m2 (Beck et al. 2010; de Vries, 2019) 
 

2. The Kindow strategy: This strategy seeks to balance the admission of daylight and views while 
trying to limit daylight glare discomfort. To achieve this, the roller shade movement is based 
on sun tracking and a combination of other senses such as high light and low light conditions 
to control shade movement. To analyse which combination of sensing works best, the 
following sub control strategies were examined. 
 

a. Only Sun tracking: The roller blind is controlled in relation to the sun’s position to 
block direct sunlight from hitting an occupant’s desk in an office space using the 
relation shown in Eq.1. The edge of an occupant’s desk is assumed to be at 75 cm 
height and positioned 75 cm from the façade. If the sun is not in direct view of the 
façade, the shade is fully raised (de Vries S. B., 2019). 
 

                                 
𝑤𝑝𝑑

cos 𝛾
× 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛼 + 𝑤𝑝ℎ = 𝑠ℎ                                       (1)                           

 
wpd: distance between workplane and façade, wph: height of workplane, γ: solar azimuth 
(west from south convention), α: solar altitude. 

 
b. Sun tracking + low light condition sensing: It tracks the sun as well as uses an indoor 

vertical illuminance sensor at the window to detect for cloudy sky conditions. If the 
Illuminance levels are below 6400lx, it considers the outdoor sky condition to be low 
light and the shades are fully raised.  

c. Sun tracking + high light condition sensing: It tracks the sun as well as uses an vertical 
illuminance sensor at the window to detect for clear bright sky conditions. If the 
Illuminance levels are higher than 12300lx, it considers the outdoor sky condition to 
be too bright and susceptible to cause glare. Therefore, the shades light and the 
shades are lowered to 1.2m which is approximately the eye level of the occupant (de 
Vries S. B., 2019).  

d. Sun tracking + high light + low light condition sensing: This control strategy combines 
all the above-mentioned outdoor sky sensing. This is the most comprehensive control 
strategy option provided by Kindow. 
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Figure 12: Different shade control strategies tested. Input parameters chosen for the study. Adapted from de Vries,2020 

A total of 12 cases were simulated as shown in Figure 12. A reference office with interior dimensions 

of 4.5m x 6m x 3m was chosen unobstructed by any urban context. An Argon filled double glazed 

window with LowE coating was considered with an 80% window to wall ratio. The key results of the 

study (fig 12) are summarized as follows: 

1. Out of the four Kindow Control strategy tested, ‘Suntrack+lowlight’ had the lowest total 

(heating+cooling+lighting) primary energy consumption closely followed by 

‘Suntrack+highlight+lowlight’ strategy. 

2. In terms of visual performance, ‘Suntrack+highlight+lowlight’ performs the best in terms of 

glare and views. It had 50% lower DGPs values than  ‘Suntrack+lowlight’ strategy for both 45- 

and 0-degree viewing angles.  

3. These results were consistent for all locations and orientations. Therefore, it was concluded 

that the ‘Suntracking + low lighting and highlight sensing’ strategy had the best balance 

between primary energy consumption and visual comfort. 

4. This Shade strategy was then further optimised to reduce glare for façade orientations other 

than south. This updated shade strategy was then finalised for future use in all simulation 

studies for the project. For more details regarding this optimisation process, please refer to 

appendix 1.  
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Now that the Kindow Control strategy was finalised, the next simulation study was done to 

benchmark the Kindow control strategy with industry standard automated shades which we are 

referring to in this report as the Baseline strategy. It was again carried out for differing scenarios 

like orientation and location and two main conclusions were drawn about their performance: 

1. There was an overall reduction in heating and lighting demand when the control strategy was 

changed from Baseline to Kindow. Figure 13 illustrates the annual energy demand for baseline 

and Kindow strategies. The red (heating), blue (cooling) and yellow (lighting) dot represents 

percentage difference in energy demand when the baseline (Bsln) strategy is swapped with 

Kindow (Kndw) control strategy. The major benefits of using Kindow control strategy come 

from the reductions in lighting energy demand (57% - 5.8%). Due to system efficiencies, 

reduction in lighting demand is proportionally more impactful than heating and cooling on 

total primary energy consumption. As Kindow allows the blinds to stay more “open” while 

trying to provide better daylight access, it reduces the requirement of artificial lighting.  

 

 

Figure 13: Energy Performance evaluation of Kindow shades against baseline shades for different scenarios. 

2. There was also significant reduction in glare values from baseline to Kindow. It ranges from 

30 – 9%, with highest reductions noted for Stockholm, where due to its high latitude, the sun 

is always much lower and in view of the occupant than other locations. Additionally, the 

reductions were overall higher for south than west orientation (Figure 14). Again, we can see 

the added value of dynamic sun tracking as it effectively reduces visual discomfort while 

providing views and daylight access. 
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Figure 14: Visual Performance evaluation of Kindow shades against baseline shades for different scenarios. 

After this step, it was realized that there were other questions/aspects to these studies that needed 

further exploration. For example,  the concept of shading as an active component of an integrated 

façade system. The next study was therefore, set to test these shades in comparison to different 

glazing, shading and lighting properties and to assess how they influence each other. This study 

facilitated the development of other project deliverables for market building education and awareness 

(Section 4.3). 

Throughout this process, the co-simulation framework was also modified to automate the whole 

process of input parameter selection and file pre-processing before the cases can be run in multiple 

batch files.  

Kindow Verticals:  

Another case study was done to evaluate different control strategies for verticals. Initially (before the 

start of the PDEng project) only two control strategies had been explored. They are: 

1. Perpendicular strategy: In this strategy, the vertical blinds are always perpendicular to the 

incident sun rays (figure 15). They tend to be more “open” when the sun angle is low (e.g. 

mornings and sunset times). 

2. Minimum cut-off strategy: The alternate edge of two consecutive vertical blinds are aligned 

with the  incident sun ray (figure15). In general, it is more “open” when the sun angle is large 

(e.g around noon). 

Now for this part of the study, nine additional control strategy options including the perpendicular and 

minimum cut off strategy were explored and benchmarked. For simplicity, only the two important ones 

will be outlined. They are : 

3. Most Open: This is the combination of perpendicular and minimum cut-off strategy to create 

a new control that provides maximum view to the outdoors and daylight access while blocking 

glare. This strategy uses perpendicular strategy during low sun angles and Minimum cut-off 

strategy during high sun angles (figure 15). 

4. Retract: This is a combination of most open and retract, where the vertical blinds stay retracted 

util the illuminance values exceed 6000lux (below this number there are no chances of glare 

to the occupant). Then it expands and does sun tracking using the most open strategy for the 
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entire day. When the occupant leaves, the blinds close and retracts again early morning at 6:00 

hrs (figure 15). 

 

Figure 15: Four important vertical blind control strategy that were tested for optimisation feedback. The array of thick black 
lines is the cross-sectional view of the vertical blind fins.  

The control strategies were only tested for south orientation and Amsterdam. The simulation uses the 

same co-simulation framework as mentioned in section 2.7. The key insights from the study illustrate 

that: 

1. The  ‘retract’ control strategy has the highest reduction in primary energy consumption (22%) 

when compared to Baseline roller blinds. 

2. Moreover, the ‘retract’ strategy had the highest spatial daylight autonomy (89%) out of the 4 

strategies mentioned and compared to the baseline, it also has a 4% reduction in DGPs value 

for a 0-degree viewing angle.  

3. The study included a control strategy that was a variation of ‘Retract’ called ‘retract_annoying’. 

This strategy would retract throughout the whole occupies period s whenever it would detect 

a low light condition. This allowed it to have the least primary energy consumption and the 

highest spatial daylight autonomy values. But in a realistic scenario, constant retraction and 

expansion of vertical blinds would be annoying for the occupant. Therefore, for the purpose 

of any further simulation studies, the retract only strategy was finalised to be considered.  

Not only did this study help provide useful insights on the performance of different controls strategies 

but also suggested a direction for strategic implementation of some of the features explored for 

Kindow Vertical controls. For example, the actual application of retraction is not yet available in Kindow 

verticals and currently the company is working towards making it possible.  Further details regarding 

that study can be found in appendix 2. 

These shade control optimisation studies carried out for Kindow roller blinds and verticals allowed a 

better understanding of product performance in different scenarios. For Kindow roller blinds, it was 

found that the most comprehensive strategy allowed for best trade-offs in terms of the conflicting 
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performance goals of reducing heat gains and glare while provide maximum daylight access indoors. 

For Verticals, different combinations were tested and a new optimised control strategy was developed. 

These studies also paved the path for the need to understand the implications of changing other input 

parameters that can be controlled by designers or practitioners at the design stage (e.g., glazing 

properties, shade fabric properties, lighting system properties etc). All these aspects are going to be 

analysed in the next sections.  

4.2. Database for client interaction assistance. 
Once the final shade control strategy was confirmed for roller blinds, the next phase was to create a 

knowledge base which Kindow can refer to depending on the unique needs of their clients. During the 

PDEng project, Kindow had to rely on TU/e to provide them with the performance information to 

create a customized value proposition for their clients. It was clear that they wanted to replace the 

TU/e researcher from their client consultation loop and the efficient way to do so was by creating a 

database that allows for comparing Kindow in combination with a representative variety of commonly 

used façade elements.  

As mentioned in section 3.2, Kindow wanted an easy to use database in Excel that they can use to look 

-up reliable performance information about their roller blinds product under different scenarios and 

input parameter assumptions. One use case would be that a client comes to Kindow with some of its 

building information such as orientation, glazing property etc. Then Kindow looks up the nearest match 

in the database and compares it with different shade properties such as a manual shade or a baseline 

shade and Kindow. Once selected, the Excel database would produce performance results that can be 

readily used as input for their proposition to clients.  

Inputs: To be able to provide accurate assessments to its future clientele, it was clear that multiple 

input parameters needed to be simulated to cover a wide variety of client requests that may come in. 

Figure 16 shows the different input parameters chosen to be simulated. Furthermore, 2-4 different 

options within these parameters were chosen that were in line with the current trends of what 

materials are getting used in the industry. These options were finalised after close consultation with 

Kindow based on their previous client consultation experience. A total of 1440 different cases were 

simulated. 
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Figure 16: Final selection of input parameter options. All of these combinations provided for 1440 cases. 

Each case roughly had a simulation time of 30 minutes, excluding the pre- and post-processing times 

for them. Therefore, we had to be careful with the addition of each option, as it would considerably 

increase the number of cases, and thus simulation time. To limit the computation time, some input 

choices were scoped out. For example, orientation was limited to South, Southwest and west, limited 

fabric options and only dimming lighting option for manual shade control strategy. Always quick 

simulation studies were done before limiting the options. Input parameter options like HVAC COP were 

calculated directly inside the Excel database. The database is setup in a way that Kindow has the option 

to choose any heating and cooling system efficiencies they want.    

Tool setup: The same co-simulation framework as mentioned in section 2.7 was used for simulations. 

However, since it would be impossible to simulate all cases one by one, the framework was modified 

in order to automate the whole process. Although it was entirely possible to run all cases at one go, 

care was taken to break it up in batches, so the computer does not run out of memory. 

The co-simulation framework was also updated to accomodate the Complex Fenestration method for 

modelling the glazing and blinds in EnergyPlus. This update in the framework was done in collaboration 

with the PhD student, who is also researching on Kindow products. This update was carried out for 

better accuracy of simulation results as well as for consistency between the verticals and roller blinds 

model. 

Outputs/results: Kindow’s main objective was to be able to utilize this performance data to create 

convincing value propositions for its clients. For example, by comparing Kindow with a baseline or 

manual shade strategy, the user can investigate the amount of savings a client can get in terms of 

energy and cost. The database also provides comparisons of load-duration curves to suggest smaller 

investment in cooling capacity, return on investment etc. Also, Kindow wanted to be able to 

substantiate the qualitative benefits of its products in terms of visual performance such as daylighting, 

view etc. (figure 17). The database also provides these visual comfort KPIs as results. 
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Figure 17: Outputs finalised for the Excel database. 

The database was designed to be kept as simple as possible. If necessary, it can be seamlessly updated 

to extend the database with more options in future. Figure 18 shows a screenshot of the interface of 

the database. The left-hand side of the interface (outlined with a green dotted line) is where the user 

would select their input options and that will dynamically change all results that are mapped out on 

the right-hand side.  For the output section which is denoted by ‘results for the chosen cases’; first the 

full names of the cases are outlined followed by their percentage difference and bar chart comparisons 

of the energy and visual performance KPIs. Then comes the cooling and heating load curves. For the 

cooling load curves there is an option where the user can fill in the cooling system sizing and get the 

temperature exceedance hours and vice versa. This feature helps Kindow to quantify savings in terms 

of HVAC sizing and temperature exceedance hours. Finally, the last section shows cost savings and 

return on investment.  
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Figure 18: User Interface of the database 

This video <click here> gives a brief overview of the interface of the database and a quick example to 

illustrate how to use it.  

Key features of the database can be summarized as follows: 

1. It has an easy to use and intuitive interface, keeping in mind that it is developed for an 

informed user within Kindow. 

2. A clear and holistic performance assessment and quantification of Kindow’s benefits is 

instantaneously available on the interface page. Further detailed information about chosen 

cases are available in separate worksheets in case the user wants to create their own graphs 

and outputs. 

3. The data provided is consistent and comprehensive. It covers all relevant KPIs requested by 

Kindow in order to help with their business propositions. 

4. The tool can also be used to suggest design options for the client during the concept design 

phase of a building. For example, proposing the use of alternative glazing or a different lighting 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/c4c3t4ffttqmzug/Kindow%20database%20video.mp4?dl=0
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system and how such design decisions can bring greater benefits and savings than just solely 

implementing Kindow rollers. 

There are certain points the user needs to keep in mind while using this tool: 

1. Cost prices of glazing, lighting systems etc. are not considered. Therefore, to get reliable results 

on cost savings and return on investment KPIs, the cases chosen for comparison should only 

differ in terms of shade property (fabric type and control strategy). The user needs to do their 

own cost calculations if they want to compare changes in other controlled input parameters 

such as glazing, lighting systems etc. 

2. All calculations are based on a test space of 27m2 floor area. Therefore, it will be unwise to 

extrapolate cost savings for any given dimension of office space. 

3. The dashboard feature that allows choice of temperature exceedance hours and output sizing 

for cooling systems or vice versa are rather simplistic. Therefore, they should be only 

considered as suggestions. Again, keeping in mind, these are simulated for a small test space 

and further extrapolation of information may not be reliable.  

Therefore, this database was created with enough input parameter options that Kindow can 

comfortably address most of its client’s needs. All simulations results have been checked for 

consistency, and the database can conveniently replace the need for a TU/e researcher to carry out 

simulations for Kindow on a case by case basis. 

 

4.3. Market building communication and education:  
Kindow is an innovative technology provider that is trying to transition from a niche towards 

mainstream products in the solar shading industry. Kindow consistently needs to campaign towards it 

clients to explain the importance of considering the product in early stages of building design. There is 

not enough awareness in the market about the benefits of including smart shading systems in building 

facade design. Therefore, following measures were taken to stimulate the process of educating the 

market which include stakeholders such as architects, façade engineers, energy consultants etc.: 

1. Use the simulation studies done during the PDEng project and analyse that data to come up 

with fresh insights regarding the performance benefits of using advanced shading systems like 

Kindow.  

2. Translate these insights in specific formats to create learning avenues for Kindow’s target 

stakeholders/actors.  

a. Comprehensive and detailed analysis of results and submitting to a peer reviewed 

scientific journal. This will provide Kindow with a scientific backing for its product 

performance. Online technical reports on Kindow website for quicker access to 

scientific information. 

b. Faster information spread through interactive blogposts that discuss key insights from 

the studies. Showcasing complex information though interactive graphs embedded in 

online blogs would provide quick access to relevant performance and design 

optimisation insights. Furthermore, it is engaging and transforms data into various 

visualisations which is otherwise not possible through traditional methods. It is more 

casual, quick and to the point and has a broader reach amongst practitioners. 

c. Through interviews and short articles in university magazines – In order to morph the 

current siloed regime to an integrated façade industry (figure 6) where current state 
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of the art technologies like Kindow become the main players, it is important to invest 

in creating awareness amongst students who would become next generation 

practitioners. Short articles in student magazines would allow graduates to already be 

aware of the latest insights on advanced shading products before they enter the 

construction industry. 

These steps will contribute towards creating more awareness among practitioners in the building 

industry. Hopefully, over the years, this will facilitate a change in Kindow’s customer journey. From 

being a one-on-one sales process, which requires duplicated efforts to gain customers to an off-the-

shelf sales process where relevant stakeholders are already aware of the product benefits and directly 

approach Kindow to start the process of purchase.  

When we apply concepts of strategic niche management (Schot & Geels, 2008) to propose stragies for 

scaling up Kindow’s business, it can be seen that there is a lot of potential in nuturing the business 

through continued feedback from its market actors. Being able to provide the missing performance 

information and creating learning avenues for relevant actors are crucial to create a suitable 

environemnt for Kindow’s scale up (figure 19).  

 

Figure 19:  Strategic niche management showcasing the environment needed  for company scale-up. 

Therefore, there were two broad learning avenues that were implemented through this PDEng 

project: 
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4.3.1. Article and reports (Detailed and slow market assimilation) 
 

Online Report for Kindow: During client interactions within Kindow’s network, feedback is consistently 

received that internal shades are not as energy efficient in comparison to external shades. Kindow’s 

market actors (such as architects, building consultants etc) have been operating with a prevailing idea 

that “only exterior shading is useful, because it can actually keep the sun out”. This preconceived 

notion focuses on the component level (e.g. minimizing g-value of glazings) rather than the whole 

building level and undermines the potential value and impact of intelligent solar shading on occupant 

comfort and energy savings.  

So, it was important to carry out another study to unpack this prevailing notion and test if it holds true. 

In the study, external shades were compared to automated shade control strategies such as the 

baseline (industry standard) and Kindow for a south facing test space with a 80% WWR in Amsterdam. 

The cases that were compared as follows: 

• Case 1: External roller shades with reflective material properties. 

• Case 2: External roller shades with non-reflective material properties. 

• Case 3: Internal roller blinds with reflective material properties. 

• Case 4: Internal roller blinds with non-reflective material properties. 

• Case 5: Internal roller blinds with the Kindow control strategy. 

The results (figure 20) show that careful combination of shade materials with reflective properties and 

the Kindow Rollerblind control strategy can lead to 6.5% energy savings compared to external shading 

and 20% against industry standard automated internal shading systems. 

 

Figure 20: Comparison of primary energy demand between External and internal shades. 
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This data provided clear indications that commonly held beliefs such as ‘external shades are always 

better performing than interior shades’ can be refuted with carefully chosen material properties and 

modern-day control technology. A detailed report of this study can be found on the Kindow Website 

(Click here) and in appendix 3. 

Article for peer-reviewed scientific journal: In addition to this report, our initial studies on 

performance assessment and optimisation of shade control strategies (section 4.1), had already 

highlighted the need to further analyse the effect of shade properties (shade position, fabric type), 

lighting systems and glazing combinations. In other words, Kindow would benefit from such 

information and have it validated by the scientific field. This knowledge would act as a base for market 

awareness amongst academics and professionals alike. Although its rate of dissemination can be slow, 

this solution will increase Kindow’s product performance credibility and facilitate the shift in current 

thinking towards advanced shades being an active component to façade design.  

Studies were done to develop a better understanding of shading systems and were then written down 

in the form of a paper. It scrutinized conventional notions and illustrated the complex 

interdependencies of glazing, shading and lighting systems and how variation of these parameters 

under specific scenarios (location, orientation) can significantly alter the energy performance and 

visual comfort in buildings. The objective of this article is not to provide trends or guidelines for shade 

systems but to highlight the need for careful evaluation of each façade combination for best results. 

This study considered the following input parameter choices as shown in figure 21. 

 

Figure 21: Input choices considered for the study. 

The key conclusions from this study are: 

https://kindowblinds.com/wp-content/uploads/downloads/Energy%20performance%20analysis%20of%20advanced%20interior%20solar%20shading%20systems-Revised.pdf
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1. Out of all the combinations of external shade cases, only 27% had lower primary energy 
consumption than an ideal internal shade-glazing and lighting system combination. Therefore, 
it can be postulated that a carefully chosen internal shade combination outperforms external 
shade combinations in most cases. 

2. Exterior cases when combined with Sun tracking shade control outperforms all internal shade 
cases, making it a lucrative feature for future shading systems products. 

3. An automated shading system in combination with dimming lighting controls optimises 

daylight harvesting in indoor spaces. As the lighting control strategy is changed from non-

dimming to dimming type, primary energy consumption for lighting gets reduced by 32% up 

to 77%.    

4. It is beneficial to choose reflective shading as it reduces overall cooling demand by a range of 

10 - 22%. 

5. In terms of visual performance, the sun-tracking control strategy showcases a marked 

improvement. There is an average relative increase of 49% in percentage time with 

unobstructed views and 41% increase in spatial daylight autonomy. 

The manuscript is nearing completion, but is still undergoing final revisions at the time of writing this 

PDEng report. For full details about the draft manuscript, please refer to appendix 4.  

 

4.3.2. Interactive Blogpost (Overall behavioral trends, quicker information spread) 
 

Figure 22 shows a modified version of the lean business model to explain how and why an interactive 

blogpost that is consistently shared on professional social media platform can bolster Kindow’s image 

and bring in more online traffic to its website. 
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Figure 22: Lean Business Model canvas for  online interactive blog idea for creating market awareness. 

 

The large database created with 1440 cases is primarily intended to provide assistance with one-on-

one client consultation. This large dataset was analysed and used to create graphs and relevant 
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practitioner-oriented performance insights for the interactive blog. After data analysis, five main 

conclusions were postulated, drawing attention towards the benefits of considering appropriate 

combinations of façade systems (geometry + shading + glazing + lighting) at early stage design in order 

to maximise on cost and energy savings. This interactive blog attempts to repackage information from 

all the studies carried out in the PDEng project into practitioner-oriented online content. Interactive 

data visualization is attractive and grabs attention. c, which at times can be difficult to put down to 

specific in a text or a standard graph. It is quicker in exploring insights and facilitates easier assimilation 

of the study results. 

The interactive blog is currently planned to be hosted as a blog on datapane.com, which is a python 

framework for building data science documents. According to the author’s knowledge, this was one of 

the only free platforms that would allow seamless hosting of interactive plots without losing out on 

quality. The report published in this website can be easily shared through social media platforms like 

Linkedin. This way would ensure quicker information spread and aims to bring in more internet traffic 

to Kindow Website.  

Follow this link to check out the whole Medium blog draft (figure 23). 

 

Figure 23: partial screenshot of whole content available as a medium blog). 

https://datapane.com/
https://oindrilaghosh.medium.com/do-not-leave-interior-shades-only-for-interior-design-d81a865cd621
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Follow this link for part 1 of the datapane report. (fig 24). 

 

Figure 24: Datapane report. draft version. 

It must be noted that this document is a beta version. If Kindow wants host this information in its own 

platform or some place else for better user experience. They can easily do so using the materials 

compiled for this beta version. But implementation of that is out of scope for this PDEng project. 

4.3.3 Interviews and short articles in magazines 
Based on studies carried out in this PDEng project, an interview was conducted for the Bouw Wereld 

magazine by the project advisors Roel and Sam. A link to the interview can be found here <click here> 

as well as in appendix 5. 

 

Also, a short article was published in the University magazine for Built Environment students. This is 

again a strategic way to inform next generation industry professionals about the benefits of advanced 

shading systems <click here>. 

5. Maintainence  
BCVTB framework for Rollerblinds database: The Complete framework used for the studies in this 

project will be uploaded on Gitlab. With a user manual to run more input variations if required. The 

Excel datasheet is designed in a way, so that new data can be easily added to just one sheet. Separately, 

the database also has more detailed hourly information available as heatmaps that can be used if 

needed.  

Interactive blog: all data is based on jupyterlab. The python-based information can be managed by 

Kindow’s software dept and used to host it in their website. 

5.1. Upgradability:  
BCVTB framework for Verticals database: The synchronized CFS framework for verticals is also ready. 

Incase, the company needs to create a database for verticals, it can be easily used. With a user manual 

to run more input variations if required. Another (skilled) user required to run the framework. 

https://datapane.com/u/oindrila/reports/interactive-blog-part-1/
https://www.bouwwereld.nl/bouwkennis/intelligente-binnenzonwering-bespaart-veel-energie/
https://www.mollier.nl/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/December-2020-1.pdf
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Although currently out of scope, the Jupyterlab based graphs and charts can be easily used to create 

worksheets for student education at TU/e.  

6. Conclusion 
The aim of this PDEng project was to support the market penetration of Kindow by providing 

performance assessment of its products and by creating avenues to encourage market building 

communication and education. Based on the design requirement and feedback session with the 

company this project manages to achieve its goals that were outlined at the beginning of the project. 

The systems thinking methodology was implemented to workout client needs, understand their 

context, and outline the solutions into discrete achievable deliverables. Following set of solution was 

proposed and implemented. 

• The first step was to analyse Kindow’s product performance and optimize their control 

strategy if necessary. Then the next step was to evaluate its performance in different contexts.  

• This gave way to two large simulation sets. The analysis of the first simulation study led to the 

writing of peer reviewed publication illustrating the complex interdependencies of different 

façade elements. As well as a report testing existing notions about exterior and interior 

shading system performance. 

• The second dataset which was the largest simulation set was used to create the database for 

Kindow’s one-on-one client interaction. 

• Analysis of the second dataset, also led to the creation of an interactive blog which is already 

hosted in an online platform (datapane) ready to be shared in a  social media platform. 

Although there were minor limitations in terms of not producing a database for Kindow verticals due 

to lack of time, the current simulation workflow has been setup in a way that it can be easily simulated 

by another skilled user in future. Also, the insights regarding the performance of the shading system 

will hopefully get further published in more magazines and articles than what was planned at the time 

of writing this thesis report.  
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Appendix 
 

1. Control optimization feedback:  
As mentioned in section 4.1, four Kindow control strategies were tested. Here are the graph 

with the results for Primary energy consumption for all three locations and 2 orientations. 

 

• General trends as expected due to climate: higher cooling gains in Rome, Higher heating gains 

in Stockholm and intermediate gains in Amsterdam as the climate is milder in comparison to 

the other two. 

• Relative increased heat gains due to orientation change to west. 
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• In terms of impact of various control strategies tested: there is no specific trend noted. All had 

comparable performance and each case had its own trade-offs. Therefore, varying site 

conditions and client needs can allow choice of specific control strategies available. 

Similarly, visual performance for all locations have similar trends. Here we are going to illustrate only 

for Amsterdam. 
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• It can be seen, the suntrack+low light sensing condition although performs comparatively better 

in terms of energy consumption, the DGPs values for viewing angle 45 and 0 degrees are twice as 

high as suntrack+low+high light sensing strategy. This is true for all locations. 

• Also, the Highlight sensing strategies still do not manage to completely remove glare in the west 

oriented façade (circled in red in fig A). This is because the sun-track technology as mentioned in 

section 4.1 is programmed to raise the shade fully when the sun is not in view (fig B). For south 

orientation that is fine, but for west orientation atleast 4 hours when the office is occupied the sun 

is out of range and the sky is still too bright and can cause glare (fig C).  

 

• Therefore, this control strategy was modified such that highlight sensing was on even when the 

sun is out of range. In doing so, DGPs values were finally considerable reduced (fig below). 

 

 

2. Vertical Blinds control strategy optimization: 
As mentioned in section 4.1 the vertical blinds study has considered a total of 9 different vertical 

blind control strategy and compared them against the industry standard automated shading and a 

case with no shading at all. Below are the cases that were simulated: 

1. Baseline: Up or down based on 200W irradiance threshold. 

2. No Blinds 
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3. Perp2glazing_static : The vertical blinds are stationary and positioned 90 degress to the 

window. 

4. Perpendicular: Perpendicular strategy: In this strategy, the vertical blinds are always 

perpendicular to the incident sun rays (figure 14). They tend to be more “open” when the sun 

angle is low (e.g. mornings and sunset times). 

5. Minimum cut-off strategy: The alternate edge of two consecutive vertical blinds are aligned 

with the  incident sun ray (figure14). In general, it is more “open” when the sun angle is large 

(e.g at noon). 

6. Most Open: This is the combination of perpendicular and minimum cut-off strategy to create 

a new control that provides maximum view to the outdoors and daylight access while blocking 

glare. This strategy uses perpendicular strategy during low sun angles and Minimum cut-off 

strategy during high sun angles (figure 14). 

7. Retract: This is a combination of most open and retract , where the vertical blinds stay 

retracted till the illuminance values exceed 6000lux (below this number there are no chances 

of glare to the occupant). Then it expands and does sun tracking using the most open 

strategy for the entire day. When the occupant leaves, the blinds close and retracts again 

early morning at 6:00 hrs (figure 14). 

8. Retract_annoying: same as retract but it retracts whenever there is a low light condition. 

9. Retract_highlight: same as retract but detects highlight condition when the sun is not in view 

and keeps sun tracking. 

10. Retract_highlight_closed: Same as retract but detects highlight condition when sun is not in 

view and then the blinds are fully closed. 

11. Retract_Flipped : same as retract strategy, but the shades flip to its absorbing side when the 

blinds are parallel to the window surface. 

 

 
 

All these cases are simulated for the same test office space , south orientation and in Amsterdam. 

The following graphs shows their energy and visual performance. 
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Figure 25: Energy performance of all control strategy variations for vertical blinds. 
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Figure 26: Visual performance performance of all control strategy variations for vertical blinds. 
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3. Report from the Kindow Website: 
 

Energy performance analysis of advanced interior solar 

shading systems – Kindow Rollerblinds vs. state-of-the-

art alternatives 
Synopsis 
 

This report discusses the results of a series of simulation studies carried out by researchers at 

Eindhoven University of Technology. The study analyses the performance of rollerblinds using an 

advanced solar-tracking control strategy – Kindow Rollerblinds [Kindow, 2019] – in comparison to 

commercially available automated shading systems like external and internal roller shades with façade 

irradiance sensors. The results are analysed in terms of energy consumption and visual comfort. The 

performance of the investigated system is examined in relation to shading material properties and 

settings for the control parameters. The simulations are run for a test office building of 27m2 area and 

80% WWR for a South orientation in Amsterdam.  

The comparison with conventional shading systems shows that careful combination of shade materials 

with reflective properties and the Kindow Rollerblind control strategy can lead to 6.5% energy savings 

compared to external shading and 23.6% against conventional internal shading systems. A common 

rule-of-thumb in the building industry states that “indoor shading is not effective for reducing energy 

demand, because the heat is already trapped inside”. This study provides clear indications that this 

conventional wisdom can be refuted with carefully chosen material properties and modern-day control 

technology. The results furthermore show that the application of the Kindow Rollerblind strategy can 

lead to an average increase of up to 65% (sDA300/50) in the amount of daylight entering the building. 

Furthermore, the simulation studies showed an increase of 22% in the operating time with an 

unobstructed view for the occupant. In terms of glare, the Kindow Rollerblind system has a 5 – 9% 

reduction to a conventional system. 

 

Simulation Setup and Methodology 

The reference office space developed by the International Energy Agency (IEA) Task 56 (2018) was used 

in this study [D’Antoni et al, 2018]. The office model has an area of 27m2 and a South facing façade 

with a window to wall ratio of 80%.  Table 1 illustrates all the assumptions made for the reference 

office. The differences amongst the cases are due to variations in shade materials, shade positioning 

and control strategy. In order to compare and benchmark the performance of Kindow Rollerblinds, the 

following case studies were considered. 

• Case 1: External roller shades with reflective material properties (shade 1). 

• Case 2: External roller shades with non-reflective material properties (shade 2). 

• Case 3: Internal roller blinds with reflective material properties (shade 1). 

• Case 4: Internal roller blinds with non-reflective material properties (shade 2). 

• Case 5: Internal roller blinds with the Kindow control strategy (shade 1). 
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Cases 1 to 4 are the baseline cases which are chosen in such a way to represent the performance of 

conventional automated shading systems available in the market. Case 5 uses the same reflective 

shade material as case 1 and 3, but with the advanced Kindow control algorithm. The control strategies 

(Figure 27) are elaborated below: 

3. The industry standard control strategy where the roller shades are either in up or down 
position based on a threshold value of 200W/m2 façade irradiance value. 

4. The latest Kindow Rollerblind control strategy where the rollerblind movement is based on sun 
tracking and senses high light and low light condition to control shade movement. 
To elaborate more on this, the system calculates the time and location of the sun at every 

moment. If the sun is behind the façade, the roller blind will be fully opened to allow daylight 

and view to enter. If the sun does fall into the field of vision of the facade, the system will try 

to determine whether there is a cloudy sky or a clear sky. If it is a cloudy sky, the blinds are 

fully opened. But when the sun is in sight and there is a clear sky, the system will lower the 

roller blind to such an extent that the sun is kept out of sight of the user. The height of the 

roller blind is determined based on the calculated position of the sun. This prevents glare from 

direct sunlight and reflections from the workplane. At the same time, the uncovered part of 

the window still allows daylight to enter the room and allows the user to retain part of his view 

to the outside. It is one of the more comprehensive control strategies available for Kindow 

products.  

 

Performance of advanced solar shading systems depends on the interaction between the thermal and 

visual domains of physics. This study, therefore, uses a co-simulation method in which advanced 

models for thermal performance and daylight access are linked. 

 

The co-simulation model (Figure 2) uses a link between four existing software environments where 

information is exchanged between the different models during simulation. EnergyPlus, a dynamic 

building simulation program developed on behalf of the U.S. Department of Energy, is used to simulate 

the thermal behaviour and energy performance of the building. The co-simulation model uses 

Radiance to describe the behaviour of daylight. Radiance is a collection of programs which uses 

'backward raytracing' to make accurate predictions about daylight access, glare and the amount of 

artificial lighting required. Matlab, a mathematical programming environment, was used to implement 

the Kindow control algorithm. The information exchange within the co-simulation model is made 

possible by the software environment BCVTB (visualized by arrows in Figure 2). 

          

Figure 27: Baseline strategy and latest Kindow Rollerblind control strategy 
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Table 3: Modelling assumptions for the reference office for test cases.  

 

 

Figure 28: The co-simulation model 

 

EnergyPlus Radiance

Dimensions width: 4.5m; depth: 6m; height: 3m (27 m2)

Geometry Window to wall ratio: 80%

Type:

Solar Coating (pos. 3) double glazing with argon cavity 

filling,

Fenestration Glazing:

Ugl: 1.12 W/m2K Uframe: 1.5 W/m2K, SHGC: 0.306, 

CEN Tvis: 0.688

Shade 1 (Reflective): Tsol: 0.02, Rsol: 0.74, Tvis: 0.01, Rvis: 0.72

Shade 2 (Non-Reflective): Tsol: 0.02, Rsol: 0.48, Tvis: 0.01, Rvis: 0.45

Facade Rc = 4.5 m2K/W rvis = 0.5

Ceiling, walls, floor Mixed: heavy weight floor/ceiling, lightweight walls Ceiling: rvis = 0.8, Wall: rvis = 0.5

Floor: rvis = 0.2

People: 3 (variable occupancy). 120 W/pers.

Internal gains Occupancy: Weekdays: 8:00-19:00 (2860 hours/year)

Lighting:

10.9 W/m2 Dimming (linear between 0-500 lux) Two 

sensors (Figure 1) each control 50% of loads

Equipment: 7.0 W/m2

Infiltration: ACH: 0.15

Ventilation: Demand driven, 40 m3/(h*pers.), ACH: 1 (average)

Sensible heat recovery, eff: 70% Sensor grid: 5x25

HVAC and settings Setpoints:

Lower set point: 21°C, Upper set point: 25°C 

(constant) V: -ab 12 -ad 5∙104 -lw 2∙10-6,

Idealised: unlimited capacity and ideal response D: -ab 2 -ad 103 -lw 5∙10-4 -c 3000

System efficiencies ηe = 0.39, ηcool,deliv = 0.7, COPcool = 3, ηh = 0.95

Anisotropic optical model for shade s and D: MF3

5 min. time step hourly time step

Weather IWEC, Amsterdam

Orientation South
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Performance indicators  

In this study, energy performance is assessed on the basis of the energy demand for lighting, cooling 

and heating at room level in combination with an estimate of the primary energy consumption based 

on a number of system efficiency assumptions. The energy demand at room level provides an insight 

into the savings potential in general. It can be used to estimate the actual energy and cost savings 

when the Kindow Rollerblind control system is applied in combination with specific shade materials. 

In order to gain insight into the environmental savings potential, the primary energy consumption is 

also taken into account. The following reference figures have been used for this purpose. (Beck et al. 

2010; Aa van der 2012). 

 

 

In order to assess the performance of the shading systems, a series of performance indicators have 

been selected. In order to quantify the degree of daylight access, this study will use daylight autonomy 

(DA) and spatial daylight autonomy (sDA). Daylight autonomy can be interpreted as the percentage of 

time that a measuring point receives 'sufficient' daylight. For this indicator, the abbreviation DA300 is 

often used, where 300 stands for the number of lux that is set as a limit value. Spatial daylight 

autonomy enables us to express daylight access to a room as a whole in one number. It is defined as 

the percentage of the floor area with a daylight autonomy higher than fifty percent. Spatial daylight 

autonomy can be interpreted as the fraction of the floor area that receives sufficient daylight most of 

the time (Reinhart, Mardaljevic, and Rogers 2006). For this indicator, the abbreviation sDA 300/50 is 

often used, where 300 stands for the limit value in lux and 50 for the required exceeding percentage 

of the usage time.  

In this report, 'daylight glare probability simplified' (DGPs) is used as an indicator to assess the risk of 

glare (Wienold 2009). Although much is still unknown in the field of glare perception and assessment, 

it is certain that glare is associated with high luminance differences in the field of view, with the total 

luminance at eye level, as well as with the position of glare sources in relation to the focus area of the 

eye task. The DGPS indicator is primarily based on vertical illuminance but neglects the influence of 

peak glare sources. In this report, a DGPs limit of 0.40 has been considered for occupied hours when 

the glare is weaker than ‘disturbing’. And the DGPs values are considered at the two sensor points as 

shown in figure 3, one has a viewing angle of 45 degrees and the other at 0 degrees meaning it is 
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directly facing the wall. The maximum value out of the two sensor points is considered at each timestep 

and then the DGPs is evaluated for the whole year. 

 

 

 

Figure 29: Positioning of the sensor point and the viewing angles considered for dgp calculations 

 

Results 

Energy Performance 

Figure 4 shows the comparison of energy demand of the different cases considered for a south-facing 

office space in Amsterdam. The external shading system has much lower cooling demands in 

comparison to the internal shading systems as it can keep the solar radiation from entering the test 

space, but this also increases their heating demand considerably. Simple changes like the choice of 

using reflective shading material instead of the conventional non-reflective one can have quite an 

impact on the performance of these systems. For external shades (cases 1 and 2), this change accounts 

for 5.0% and 12.5% reduction in lighting and cooling demands. For internal shades (case 3 and 4), use 

of reflective shade material leads to 6.5% and 24.0% reduction in lighting and cooling demands 

respectively. The reductions seen in lighting demands is due to the angular behaviour of the reflective 

material which leads to difference in transmittance. And reduction in cooling is due to the reflectance 

property of the material, hence the reduction in cooling demand is more apparent for internal shades 

than external ones. 

Since case 1 to 4 (conventional indoor and outdoor shading systems) use the same control strategy 

based on façade irradiance, the lighting demand is comparable for all these cases. Although at a closer 

look, one can notice a 5 – 6% reduction in lighting demand because of the use of reflective shades in 

cases 2 (baseline_externalshade) and 4 (baseline_internalshade) respectively. Case 5 (Kindow 

Rollerblind control), which uses the same reflective shading material as case 2 and 4, has an improved 

heating and lighting demand in comparison to the rest of the cases. For example, heating demand is 

reduced by an average of 25% in comparison to internal shades (case 3 and 4) and by an average of 

50% against external shades (case 1 and 2). And lighting demand is reduced by an average of 44% 

against all cases 1 - 4. This improvement is because of its use of the complex sun tracking algorithm 

that considers sun position and sky brightness for its positioning during occupied hours.  
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On the other hand, there is also a 25% increase in cooling demand in comparison to case 4 

(baseline_internalshade_reflective), as the current version of the control strategy allows more time 

with its shades up and unobstructed view of the outdoors to the occupant.  This increase in cooling 

demands is less decisive for the total primary energy consumption and the influence of lighting is 

relatively large due to the system efficiency factors associated to meeting different types of loads.  

 

Figure 4: Annual energy demand comparison 

 

As we can see in figure 5, the primary energy consumption shows that indoor shading systems with 

careful combination of shading material and control strategy (case 5) can outperform external shading 

systems (case 2) by a 6.5%.  
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Figure 5: Primary energy demand 

 

It can also be seen that the use of Kindow Rollerblind control strategy (case 5) leads to an average 

40% reduction in primary lighting energy demand in comparison to the rest of the cases. This also 

highlights that lighting energy has a greater influence on overall energy consumption compared to 

heating or cooling loads.  

As the visible transmittance of both shade materials were kept identical at 0.012, the variation in 

reflective and non-reflective shading did not have a significant impact on visual performance. There 

is, however, a remarkable difference because of the change in control strategy. 

Visual Performance 

 

Figure 6: Influence of control strategy on visual performance. 
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There is a 65% increase in spatial daylight autonomy and 23% increase in percentage of time with an 

unobstructed view. An Unobstructed view means whenever the shades are above the height of the 

occupant’s eyelevel.  The Kindow Rollerblind strategy allows the shades to be more open than the 

baseline strategy thereby causing this remarkable improvement in the daylighting gains and view in 

the space. Also, its strategy for obstructing direct sun and instances of high illuminance sky 

conditions has resulted in 8% reduction in Glare values for 45o viewing angle and complete removal 

of glare problems when the occupant is sitting parallel to the window (0o). 

 

Conclusion 

From this study it can be concluded that use of reflective materials and the Kindow Rollerblind control 

strategy has great potential to optimise automated indoor shading systems according to building 

characteristics, user preferences and objectives. The possibilities in terms of energy saving and 

optimizing user comfort can be significantly increased. Primary energy consumption is reduced by 6.5% 

in comparison to external shading systems whereas there is a 23% drop in primary energy demand 

when compared to conventional indoor shading systems. The use of the Kindow Rollerblind strategy 

greatly improves the amount of daylight entering the space. As much as 65% increase in terms of 

spatial daylight autonomy and 9 and 5% decrease in glare probability for viewing angles 45 and 0 

degrees respectively. It also questions the common rule-of-thumb that outdoor shading systems 

perform better as it keeps the solar radiation out before it enters the building through the glazing. And 

also illustrates that such conception doesn’t necessarily guarantee good building performance.  The 

study provides clear pointers that that careful combination of glazing and shading properties, and 

control strategies is important for optimal energy performance. Using reflective shade material instead 

of conventional non-reflective ones is likely the first step to improving energy demands. Consequently, 

major improvements in visual performance as well as energy demands can be obtained by using a 

refined and complex control strategy as used by Kindow. 
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Binnenzonwering kan meer dan alleen zonlicht weren. Aangestuurd met een daglichtgestuurd 

systeem en gecombineerd met intelligente binnenverlichting kan binnenzonwering in kantoor- en 

utiliteitsgebouwen zelfs 40% besparing opleveren op het totale primaire energieverbruik. Dat is 

vergelijkbaar met conventionele energiebesparende maatregelen zoals gevelisolatie, met als groot 

voordeel dat het relatief betaalbaar en weinig ingrijpend is. Tot deze conclusie komt de TU 

Eindhoven naar aanleiding van een onderzoek dat ze hebben uitgevoerd in samenwerking met 

Kindow uit Delft. 

Kindow is leverancier en producent van daglichtgestuurde binnenzonwering, een innovatief systeem 

waarbij de zonwering dynamisch wordt geregeld op basis van realtime informatie. “Per moment 

bekijkt het systeem hoe de zon staat ten opzichte van de gevel, wat de lichtintensiteit van de zon 

binnen is en of er mensen aanwezig zijn”, vertelt Sam Kin, CEO van Kindow. “Dit is wezenlijk anders 

dan een handmatig of geautomatiseerd open-dichtbuitenzonweringsysteem. Traditioneel gezien is 

zonwering alleen gericht op koeling en verlagen van de warmtelast en reageert dus alleen op zonlicht 

op de gevel. Maar als je kijkt naar de totaalbalans van verwarming, koeling en verlichting – dan is het 

in sommige gevallen wel heel gunstig om de zon gedeeltelijk binnen te laten.” 

Onderzoek TU/e 

Maar hoe gunstig het precies is om de zonwering intelligent aan te sturen was nog niet bekend. 

Vandaar dat Kindow samen met de TU Eindhoven onderzoek deed naar het effect van intelligente 

zonwering in combinatie met daglichtgestuurde verlichting. Volgens Kin was het een logische keuze 

om de verlichting bij het onderzoek te betrekken: “Bij intelligente verlichting beoordeelt een sensor 

in het plafond de lichtsterkte op het werkblad en op basis daarvan wordt het kunstlicht meer of 

minder sterk. Als er meer daglicht binnen komt, schakelt de verlichting terug. De verlichting geeft 

precies zoveel licht als nodig is. Als je dat combineert met daglichtgestuurde binnenzonwering dan 

heb je een win-win situatie, omdat de twee systemen reageren op elkaar.” 

Energiebesparing 

En die win-win situatie is niet mis. In het onderzoek werden verschillende gebouwen onderzocht die 

representatief zijn voor kantoorgebouwen van de afgelopen 15 jaar. Daaruit blijkt dat de intelligente 

zonwering en verlichting kan zorgen voor een energiebesparing van 40% op het primaire 

energieverbruik. Alleen de intelligente verlichting kan al een besparing van 18-32% opleveren ten 

opzichte van een klokschakeling. De combinatie van reflectieve binnenzonwering met intelligente 

daglichtsturing levert een besparing van 15-20% op het primaire energieverbruik. Een deel van die 

besparing zit in de koeling van een gebouw, mits aanwezig. Maar de besparingen op de energievraag 

https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fkindowblinds.com%2F&data=04%7C01%7C%7Cf801b21e89ad45ada31408d8bab58742%7Ccc7df24760ce4a0f9d75704cf60efc64%7C1%7C0%7C637464636825615559%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=sQ1fflFysD%2F6jMmjOKqFngp3Apf6b2JeVwfUM2ZECqc%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.tue.nl%2Fen%2F&data=04%7C01%7C%7Cf801b21e89ad45ada31408d8bab58742%7Ccc7df24760ce4a0f9d75704cf60efc64%7C1%7C0%7C637464636825625515%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=go%2BdABc7BwMSu8n8CrODISy8VBCJT1tyrBAinI8Li0M%3D&reserved=0
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voor koeling geven ook een indicatie van de verbeteringen in het thermisch comfort van gebruikers 

bij gebouwen waar geen koeling aanwezig is. Met andere woorden: is er geen koeling om op te 

besparen dan levert het in ieder geval een verhoogd comfort tijdens warme dagen. 

Individueel kunnen de energiebesparingen niet zomaar bij elkaar opgeteld worden. Dat komt omdat 

het een het effect van intelligente zonwering anders is dan wanneer het gecombineerd wordt met 

verlichting. Vandaar dat de maximale energiebesparing van de combineerde systemen 40% is, en niet 

52%. De genoemde besparingen gelden overigens voor gebouwen waar mensen overdag verblijven, 

dus vooral kantoor- en utiliteitsgebouwen. 

Nieuwe wetenschappelijke inzichten 

Het onderzoek is uitgevoerd met behulp van een subsidie van TKI Urban Energy. Een voorwaarde om 

gebruik te kunnen maken van de subsidieregeling is dat het moet leiden tot nieuwe 

wetenschappelijke inzichten. En die inzichten zijn er ook gekomen. Niet alleen was er überhaupt 

weinig bekend over de invloed van dit soort dynamische systemen, maar ook de conclusie dat 

binnenzonwering een positieve invloed kan hebben op de koeling mag toch wel een nieuw inzicht 

genoemd worden. “Wat veel mensen hebben geleerd in de collegebanken is dat buitenzonwering de 

warmte weert en binnenzonwering niet, want in het laatste geval is de warmte al binnen. Maar dit 

ligt duidelijk wat genuanceerder”, vertelt Roel Loonen, universitair docent aan de TU/e. “Modern 

dubbelglas laat zonnestraling door naar binnen, maar weerkaatst warmtestraling als het eenmaal 

binnen is. Normale zonweringsdoeken absorberen de zonstraling en zetten het om in warmtestraling, 

waardoor het inderdaad gevangen wordt in het gebouw. Maar reflecterende binnenzonwering 

weerkaatst een deel van het zonlicht, waardoor dat rechtstreeks weer naar buiten gaat. Uit het 

onderzoek en de productontwikkeling van Kindow blijkt dat binnenzonwering niet alleen decoratief 

hoeft te zijn, maar daadwerkelijk een sterke bijdrage kan leveren aan het energieverbruik van het 

gebouw. Dat inzicht is lang niet bij iedereen bekend.” 

Zonwering zelden volledig dicht 

De onverwacht goede werking van binnenzonwering hoeft volgens de onderzoekers overigens geen 

negatieve impact te hebben op de invloed van de zon in de wintertijd, wanneer de zon bij voorkeur 

juist fungeert als passieve verwarmingsbron. “Intelligente zonwering werkt niet met een open-

dichtsturing, maar met een regeling die rekening houdt met de stand van de zon en 

weersomstandigheden. Dat betekent dat de zonwering zelden volledig gesloten zal zijn, maar altijd 

precies afgestemd op de gewenste situatie”, legt Loonen uit. “Schijnt de zon en er is een 

warmtevraag, dan gaat de zonwering open en kan de verlichting dimmen. Schijnt de zon en er is geen 

warmtevraag, dan kan de zonwering dicht. Ook houdt het systeem rekening met de stand van de 

zon. Laagstaande zon kan verblindend zijn en lastig tijdens het werk, dus in de winter kan dat 

betekenen dat de zonwering eerder dichtgaat, afhankelijk van de positionering van het 

glasoppervlak.” 
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Buitenzonwering 

Dat zonwering aan de binnenzijde van het glas wel werkt, neemt niet weg dat zonwering aan de 

buitenzijde in potentie efficiënter is, ware het niet dat er veel nadelen kleven aan dat soort 

systemen. Loonen: “Buitenzonwering wordt blootgesteld aan het buitenklimaat, het moet daarom 

bestand zijn tegen grote windbelasting, regen en temperatuurschommelingen. Dat maakt het 

systeem robuuster en tegelijkertijd minder geschikt voor de verfijnde aansturing die nodig is om de 

gunstige effecten op het binnenklimaat en energieverbruik te halen. Daarnaast is onderhoud 

ingewikkeld zodra het gebouw meer dan drie verdiepingen heeft. En bovendien heeft 

buitenzonwering ook veel invloed op het uiterlijk van het gebouw, wat niet altijd wenselijk is.” 

Transparanter glas 

Het onderzoek leverde overigens ook nog een aanvullende conclusie op: bij intelligente zonwering 

kan het glas transparanter zijn dan normaal. Bij conventionele oplossingen in de markt wordt als 

aanvullende zonweringsmaatregel relatief donker glas toegepast met een lage zontoetredingsfactor 

(ZTA). “Het is een soort van compensatiemaatregel”, vertelt Loonen. “Bij een slecht aangestuurde 

zonwering staat het systeem vaak of te ver open, of te ver dicht. Om negatieve effecten – met name 
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met betrekking tot de koellast of oververhitting – te voorkomen wordt gekozen voor een relatief lage 

ZTA. Dat maakt de oplossing robuuster, maar de consequentie is dat op bewolkte dagen, of op 

momenten dat er geen zonnestraling op de betreffende gevel is, er ook veel minder daglicht wordt 

binnengelaten, met bijbehorende negatieve impact voor gezondheid, beleving en energieverbruik.” 

Met een intelligente regeling is die lage ZTA volgens de onderzoekers niet nodig, omdat de 

zonwering dan actief is wanneer nodig en open gaat wanneer het kan. “De combinatie van 

reflecterende zonwering met transparant glas werkt bovendien beter, omdat op deze manier de 

warmte ook effectiever het gebouw kan verlaten.” 

Nieuwe rekensoftware 

Het doel van het onderzoek was overigens niet alleen het bepalen van de impact van intelligente 

zonwering en verlichting; het vormt ook de basis voor de ontwikkeling van nieuwe rekensoftware. 

“De bestaande rekentools zijn niet ontwikkeld met dit soort dynamische technieken in het 

achterhoofd, dus wij hebben gekeken welke aanpassingen daarvoor nodig zijn in de software”, legt 

Loonen uit. “Het onderzoek zelf is vrij gebouwspecifiek. We hebben geprobeerd een representatief 

gebouw te vinden, maar in Nederland zijn zoveel verschillende uitvoeringsvormen en er zijn zoveel 

knoppen waar je aan kunt draaien. Vandaar dat het voor de TU/e belangrijk is dat we een tool 

hebben waarmee we elk gebouw kunnen uitrekenen.” 

Concurreren met gebruikelijke oplossingen 

Vanwege de forse energiebesparing kan intelligente binnenzonwering en verlichting concurreren met 

gebruikelijke oplossingen zoals isolatie. Met als groot voordeel dat de implementatie van het slimme 

systeem eenvoudiger en goedkoper is dan bijvoorbeeld het isoleren van de schil. “We hebben veel 

tijd en moeite gestoken in een totaal, plug & play installatieconcept dat volledig uit te voeren is door 

de zonweringsmonteur en meerwerk voor een slim geautomatiseerde zonwering en opzichte van 

een handmatig systeem tot een minimum beperkt. Zo is voor zestig systemen maar een dubbel 

stopcontact nodig in de buurt van de gevel. Dat maakt het overzichtelijker en betaalbaarder”, zegt 

Kin. De maatregel kan dus voor kantoorgebouwen een interessante en laagdrempelige oplossing zijn 

en een alternatief voor andere energiebesparende maatregelen – zeker met oog op het verplichte 

energielabel C waaraan alle kantoorgebouwen vanaf 2023 moeten voldoen. 

BENG en NTA 8800 

Probleem is alleen dat slimme regeltechniek nog niet kan worden meegenomen in de BENG en NTA 

8800. Dat betekent dat voor de BENG een automatisch open-dichtsysteem even goed scoort als een 

slim aangestuurd systeem, terwijl het onderzoek laat zien dat dit niet zo is. Kin en Loonen pleiten 

daarom voor een aanpassing in de BENG rekenmethodiek. Loonen: “Het grootste obstakel is de NTA 

8800. Dat is een maandelijkse methode, dus één berekening per maand. Voor veel toepassingen gaat 

dat goed, maar hiermee is het fundamenteel onmogelijk om aan dit soort dynamische oplossingen te 

rekenen. Daarvoor is een uurlijkse berekening nodig. Je zou nog kunnen denken aan 

gelijkwaardigheidsverklaring, alleen dan krijgt het systeem een bepaalde vastgestelde score. We zijn 

naar de NTA gegaan om alles transparanter te maken, maar met zo’n verklaring gebeurt dat niet.” 

Bewustwording 
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Met het onderzoek en de ontwikkeling van de software hopen Kin en Loonen bij te dragen aan de 

bewustwording dat je met dit soort slimme regeltechnieken veel kunt bereiken. “Het lijkt nu alsof 

zoveel mogelijk zonnestraling weren in kantoorgebouwen de beste oplossing is. Kleinere 

raamoppervlaktes en relatief dure buitenzonwering lijken dan de voor de hand liggende maatregelen 

om het energieverbruik te beperken. Maar dat is niet zo. Intelligente daglichtsturing kan een 

aantrekkelijk alternatief zijn en kan de ontwerpruimte van kantoorgebouwen vergroten en de 

energieprestaties verbeteren. Het maakt het mogelijk grotere ramen toe te passen voor meer 

uitzicht en daglicht. En omdat je geen dure buitenzonwering hoeft te plaatsen, kun je besparen op de 

stichtingskosten van de gevel en zo weer budget vrijmaken voor andere verbeteringen”, besluit 

Loonen. 


